The population and the mode of decay of the low-lying excited levels of 193 Ir have been investigated by single and γγ coincidence spectroscopy using
Introduction
According to the studies performed by Avida, et al (1968) [ (1987) [3] , the beta decay scheme of 193 Os (T 1/2 = 30.6h) is yet very incomplete. Besides, considering that this nucleus occupies a central position in the complex transitional region between the deformed Rare-Earth nuclei and the spherical nuclei near P b isotopes the investigation of this beta decay gives the opportunity to verify if the deformation affects the low-lying states of 193 Os in an attempt to better understand the trends in its nuclear structure.
In this work, we discuss the results obtained in measurements involving single spectroscopy performed using samples of metallic highly enriched 192 Os and high energy resolution (FWHM≈ 1.8keV ) HPGe spectrometers. In addition, preliminary γγ coincidence results are used to analyze some new high-energy transitions found in the spectroscopy.
Experimental Procedure
Samples for the spectroscopy were obtained by the irradiation of 5mg of enriched Osmium (99% Eu. The direct gamma-ray spectrum from about 50keV to 1.4M eV was recorded over more than 890 hours of live counting. Peak areas were evaluated using the IDEFix computer code [4] . Also, in order to positively identify the origin of the γ-rays, spectra were accumulated through two successive half-lives and the counts in each half-life were confronted.
The coincidence measurements were performed using 4 high-resolution HPGe dectetors. The multiparametric data acquisition system used, installed in the Acelerador Linear Laboratory of the Physics Institude (LAL/IFUSP) registers events in which the difference between the start and stop time signals doesn't exceed 200µs. The preliminary coincidence analysis was performed by gating the coincidence matrix in the newly-found high energy peaks using the BIDIM [5] computer code and analyzing the coincident spectra using the IDEFix [4] computer code. x -Known X-Rays for 193 Os; a -Not directly observed: deduced from γγ measurements from Price and Johns [2] b -This transition depopulates the isomer at 80.19keV ; c -Extracted from Avida et al [1] , where no experimental uncertainty was reported; d -Observed only in γ spectroscopy measurements by Price and Johns [2] .
Particularly the new gamma transitions at 1043.244 and 1316.628keV can only belong to this beta decay if the end point energy is higher than the established. Also, the preliminary results of our γγ coincidence study show both these energies, and also suggests that the photopeaks at 555.412 and 775.834keV are in coincidence with each other and with the 1316.628keV one, thus suggesting that either the maximum beta energy is underestimated by a large factor or that some other radionuclide has been produced in our sample; on the other hand, no nuclide that might be produced in the vicinity of 193 Os has known decays at all these three energies. Fig. 1 shows the coincidence spectra for these two photopeaks taken for the pair of detectors at 90 o of each other. Considering that the origin of these γ-rays was verified through two successive half-lives, these results suggest the necessity to perform beta spectroscopy measurements in the excited states of 193 Ir populated by the presently studied beta decay.
Conclusions
From singles spectra analysis seventeen new transitions are proposed but several transitions earlier attributed to this beta decay are not confirmed. In addition to this, some γγ coincidence relationships, involving γ rays with energy higher than or close to the end point energy (≈ 1.14M eV ), suggests that Q βmax must be investigated.
